[Functional anatomy of the vestibular nerve].
The vestibular system detects head movements such as angular rotation, translation, and head position relative to gravity. It acts to stabilize the eyes and posture through subcortical reflexes. Its signals are also integrated at the cortical level to participate in the elaboration of a body scheme, used for different functions such as spatial orientation and motor control. The vestibular nerve shows a resting discharge rate that is modulated up or down according to head motion or position. Central functioning depends on the detection of an asymmetry between signals coming from a pair of peripheral sensors, one on either side. In pathological cases, unilateral peripheral dysfunction is interpreted by the central system as an asymmetry resulting from a change in head position leading to nystagmus, postural disturbances, and vertigo. The dysfunction can be either a deficit, such as observed in vestibular neuronitis, or hyperactivity such as observed in neurovascular compression syndrome of the VIIIth nerve. Anatomically, the VIIIth nerve has a long Root Entry Zone (REZ) that extends over 10mm before entering the brainstem. The VIIIth nerve is also physiologically close to numerous vessels at the pontocerebellar angle and internal auditory meatus. Therefore, vestibular syndrome resulting from neurovascular compression syndrome of the VIIIth nerve may exist, but it is very difficult to prove using radiological imagery.